
Your partner for the ultimate 
winter performance.
The new WinterContact 8 S. 
German engineered safety to master any kind of winter.

 > Feel the difference with superior traction on snow.

 >  Enjoy dynamic handling on dry winter roads for 
outstanding sporty driving pleasure. 

 >  Rely on excellent wet braking performance 
for a safe and confident ride.

Compatible with electric vehicles



The new WinterContact 8 S.
German engineered safety to master any kind of winter.

For others, winter sport unfolds on snowy slopes or icey rinks. For you, sporty passion comes to life on winter’s roads. Meet our 
sportiest winter tyre, the new WinterContact 8 S. Your partner for the ultimate winter performance.

WINTER PERFORMANCE: When peak performance is required.
Tailored for drivers who desire top-tier road feedback, the WinterContact 8 S delivers excellent traction on snowy surfaces. An 
advanced sipe and groove concept work together to keep you close to the action, whether it be weaving through city streets or 
winding country roads. 

SPORTINESS: When sporty driving matters.
Partner your sporty ride with a tyre designed to maximise its true potential. The WinterContact 8 S steers your car with high 
precision through the winter. Its innovative pattern design creates a harmonised pattern stiffness which leads to dynamic and 
reliable sporty handling, especially on dry winter roads. 

SAFETY: When winter throws you a curveball.
The WinterContact 8 S makes you ready and prepared for a safe ride thanks to our proven winter compound technology. The 
new compound features a tailor-made polymer matrix and improved silica filler to ensure excellent braking on wet roads without 
compromising fuel efficiency for a safe and efficient driving experience.

Performance comparison

Dimensions

Tyre width in mm: 
225-315

Tyre cross section: 
30-60

Rim size in inches: 
19-22

Speed symbol:  
H/V/W

EU tyre label values 
Fuel efficiency:  B-C 
Wet braking:  B 
Noise level:  B (72-75 dB)
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Dry Braking

Wet Braking

Dry Handling

Exterior Noise

Wet Handling

Snow Performance

Mileage

Rolling Resistance

WinterContact 8 S performance 
compared to WinterContact TS 860 S.


